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INTRODUCTION  
 
Dear IVAO Member! 

We would like to welcome you to the IVAO Slovenia VFR Tour 2020. With 10 

interesting legs, you will get to know Slovenia and neighboring airports.  

In this document, we would like to introduce you this tour and rules that you need to 

follow to successfully finish all legs. The main goal is that pilots have fun and enjoy 

the Slovenian and neighboring countries landscape flying VFR – using Visual Flight 

Rules. The other goal is to increase popularity of VFR traffic in this region and to 

increase overall traffic so that not only pilots can enjoy the IVAO network but also the 

Air Traffic Services that is available for all traffic. This tour was built for beginner 

pilots to learn how to correctly plan a VFR route, how to fill a Flight Plan and how to 

navigate along the VFR preplanned route. This tour should help a pilot to prepare for 

IVAO Private Pilot Rating exam or on the other hand, for experienced pilots, this tour 

can refresh their knowledge. 

I hope that you will enjoy reading this document and flying IVAO Slovenian VFR Tour 

2020. Completing this tour, you will achieve Division VFR Tour Award.  

 

Kind regards, 

IVAO Slovenia Staff  
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1.  RULES AND GENERAL CONDITIONS 
 

There are few basic rules that you need to follow so that you successfully finish this VFR Tour. 

GENERAL RULES 

I. All IVAO Rules and Regulations must be followed. 

II. All legs must be flown online with real weather in real time.  

III. Legs must be flown in real time mode. No accelerated mode allowed.  

IV. A maximum disconnection time of 20 minutes will be accepted.  

V. Flight plan must be correctly filled in other wise, leg will be rejected. Pay attention to flight rules, 

equipment, ICAO codes, flight routes, etc. 

VI. Maximum of two legs per day can be flown in the given order 

VII. Completed legs must be reported in the Tours System. Pay attention to fill in the correct date and 

times in UTC 

VIII. Log on at least 6 minutes before departure and log off at least 6 minutes after arrival in order to let 

IVAO tracker log your flight data. A leg will be rejected if you do not comply with this. 

IX. Check that you have the latest sceneries installed before the flight. Free sceneries are available for 

Slovenia and they are mandatory to use due to many upgrades on the ground. 

 

TOUR RESTRICTIONS 

I. Legs must be flown be flown with Slovenian Air Traffic Service online. Maximum of two legs can be 

flown without Slovenian ATS. 

II. This is beginner tour, be careful when planning your route and choose the correct alternate airport. 

Due wrong route, leg will not be accepted – check with IFPS 

III. Single and multi-piston aircrafts are allowed although for the Private Pilot rank you are allowed to take 

single engine piston aircraft. Airplanes like Cessna 172, 182, Piper PA28, Mooney M20 

IV. Military, fighter or supersonic aircraft are not allowed. 

V. Maximum speed is IAS150 and Maximum level FL150. 

VI. Tour closes on December 31, 2020. 

VII. Tour remark is not needed 

 

 

For each completed flight you have to fill a report via IVAO Tours Reporting System. 

How to use this System is available in Guide. 

Click to make your first report for IVAO Slovenia VFR Tour 2020. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://tours.ivao.aero/cgi-bin/tours.pl?session=Did4LkNQd9Qp&function=View&tour=SIVFR20&division=SI
http://tours.ivao.aero/reporting.pdf
http://tours.ivao.aero/cgi-bin/tours.pl?session=OW8CMFrSToLm&function=Report&tour=SIVFR20&division=SI


2.  AWARD 
For completing this VFR Tour you will be awarded with Division VFR Tour Award. 

 

3.  ADVICES  
 

3.1  HOW TO CORRECTLY PLAN A VFR  FLIGHT  
 

TRY TO LEARN NEW SKILLS WHILE FLYING IVAO SLOVENIA VFR TOUR 

 

To successfully complete any journey in a lifetime you have to start prepared. The main thing is to preplan your 

route of each flight. Before that, you have to check out for current and forecasted weather and check the latest 

NOTAMs on your route. For Slovenia and airports included in this tour, an excellent free weather service is 

available by the national meteorological agency. 

National Meteorological Service of Slovenia  (Click Print, to get all METARs and TAFs from the map) 

Also aviation wind, GAFOR and SIGMET charts are available. 

Also looking in AIPs, free charts are available for each airport and country’s airspace. 

When you are fully aware of the meteo and navigational situation, you can start planning your VFR route. For 

things to be easier, examples are provided for each leg. More information regarding VFR operations are 

explained on IVAO website under documentation of Private Pilot. 

For a navigational log, there is one given by the IVAO and made by the Jeppesen - NavLog. 

You can navigate along the route on a couple of ways. One is dead reckoning where the time and correct 

heading are most important. For that you need to take into account correct wind that you get from meteo 

charts. 

The other way is that you help with radio navigation aids and you cross check your position with them. 

Also GPS is now widely used in VFR flying where you need to think of it as a support to your flight and you 

should still look out and check your position on the map. 

When you know where you will be flying you should check altitudes that you need to overfly the obstacles and 

when you have that, you should check which kind of airspaces you will cross. Note that airspaces classified G, F, 

E are uncontrolled for VFR traffic, while D, C, B are controlled for VFR traffic and you should get clearance to 

enter that airspace. 

 

 

 

http://meteo.arso.gov.si/met/en/aviation/
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=Private_Pilot_documentation
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=VFR_Navigation_log


3.2  HOW TO CORRECTLY FILL  IN THE FLIGHT PLAN  

 

Explanation of all fields of the ICAO FPL form is available in this document published by the EuroFPL. While 

IVAO explained very well on how to fill in a IVAO FPL in a training document VFR Flight Plan basics by the IVAO. 

Below is an example of correctly filled IVAO FPL for leg one. Note this is a short version while on the next page 

is a screenshot of an IVAO form. 

(FPL-S5DME-VG 

-C172/L-SDFS 

-LJDI0800 

-N0120VFR DIVACA VFR1 TREBNJE CW LJCE CN RADECE VFR1 RADLY SENDERDOBL 

-LOWG0110 LJCE 

-DOF/200105 

-E/0200) 

 

Filled Flight Plan in a new pilots client form - IVAO Altitude, where flight plan is filed on the browser: 

https://files.eurofpl.eu/originalfpl/pdfs/EuroFPL-ICAO_Flightplan_Form_Basics-latest.pdf
https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=VFR_flight_plan_basics
https://fpl.ivao.aero/home


Filled Flight Plan in old pilots client form – Ivap: 

 

 
Pay special attention to: 
 

I. V is for VFR flight and G stands for General Aviation flight. 
II. Check for correct aircraft type and check for your equipment in the cockpit (tick only what you have), 

usually new aircraft have Mode S transponder and that is the last letter in second row. 
III. Aerodrome of departure and time in UTC. 
IV. N is speed in TAS (in cockpit you see IAS which you need to convert to TAS according to your expected 

enroute altitude) while VFR is the filled level which you can substitute with expected level enroute. 
Note that you need to use semi circular level which are for VFR rounded to 500ft – 2500 / 4500 / 
6500… to the west (180-359 deg) and 3500 / 5500 / 7500… for the east (000-179 deg). Then you 
should fill your VFR route in without writing DCT between the points. 

V. Destination is in fifth line with estimated time enroute from the departure aerodrome. 
VI. The last row is remark filed, where you can fill in the Date of Flight, Registration, Estimated Elapsed 

Time when entering new FIR, Remark that you will make a touch and go at LJCE airfield. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



3.3.  VFR  PHRASEOLOGY 
 

So that pilot and an ATC understand each other, standard phraseology for communication is used. How to 

communicate VFR is written in a training document VFR Phraseology by IVAO. 

Note that for a VFR flight, flight position reports are the most common on route and it consists of: 

CALLSIGN, overhead POSITION at TIME, LEVEL, estimating NEXT SIGINIFICANT POINT at TIME, SECOND NEXT 

SIGNIFICANT POINT next. 

An example: 

S5DME overhead NE at 1407 2500ft, estimating LJSG at 1429, RADLY next. 

Any level change in uncontrolled airspace is announced while in controlled airspace you have to ask ATC for a 

new level. 

Some waypoints are mandatory to report, like before entering the CTR or on the FIR boundary. While the 

above position report is correct, it is useful to the ATC when entering a new airspace while on route. You do not 

need to make full position report when on approach. 

As a correct landscape is seldom made for FS, check approximate positions of significant points, help with radio 

navigation aids or check via GPS. For Slovenia check on scenery page for VFR reporting points addon, so you 

can check them on the GPS while flying. 

https://mediawiki.ivao.aero/index.php?title=General_Phraseology


4.  TOUR OVERVIEW 

 

4.1.  COUNTRIES VISITED  
Below are listed countries sorted as you visit them. 

 Slovenia 

 Austria 

 Croatia 

 Hungary 

4.2.  A IRPORTS VIS ITED  
Below are listed airports sorted as you visit them. 

 Divaca LJDI  

 Cerklje LJCE 

 Graz LOWG | GRZ 

 Slovenj Gradec LJSG  

 Lesce/Bled LJBL 

 Portoroz LJPZ | POW  

 Rijeka LDRI | RJK 

 Maribor LJMB | MBX  

 Ptuj LJPT 

 Ljubljana LJLJ | LJU  

 Klagenfurt LOWK | KLU 

 Postojna LJPO 

 Pula LDPL | PUY 

 Mali Losinj LDLO | LSZ 

 Sarmellek LHSM | SOB 

 Pecs-Pogany  LHPP | PEV 

 Zagreb LDZA | ZAG 



5.  RESOURCES 

5.1.  SCENERIES  
On Slovenia scenery website, we have some recommended updates, that are made for the whole world or 

Europe or Slovenia. 

If you do not have any payware installed, I suggest that you check a free and very detailed (LOD10) mesh for 

the whole world that is available from FreeMesh X Global. With this addon, you get nicely shaped landscape 

around the world or you can just install the European continent. 

Hervé Sors makes monthly updates to the navaids and waypoints with updates to the magnetic variation 

included. 

FS Real Time updates time zones and correct DST movement. 

Slovenia VFR reporting points are also available from the website. 

5.2.  SLOVENIA  
FREEWARE 

IVAO Slovenia division is trying to provide free sceneries for 

Slovenia airports. While learning the complexity of creating FS 

sceneries, some great add-ons were made and are updated when 

knowledge improves.  

Sceneries are available on IVAO Slovenia division website. X-plane,  

 

 

 

 

Prepar 3D and 

FS9/FSX are supported although not for all 

airports. 

Ljubljana airport is available for all flight simulators 

while others are mainly made for FSX. 

Addon sceneries for Slovenia airports are 

mandatory as there were lots of upgrades and 

default airports are not up to date.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.avsim.com/forum/737-freemeshx-global-support-forum/
https://si.ivao.aero/en/home/


PAYWARE 

Ilumium Simulation has made Slovenia X that 

covers whole Slovenia with custom textures, 

autogen, landmark models, photo-real 

inserts… It’s the right product for VFR flying 

around Slovenia. 

There are also different Airport Addons 

available on Ilumium Simulation website. 

Check the Ilumium Simulation website. 

 

 

 

 

 

And RFscenerybuilding has made LJLJ Ljubljana Airport 

for FSX and P3D and their product is available on Simmarket.  

 

 

  

https://simulation.ilumium.com/product/slovenia-x-for-fsx-and-p3d/
https://simulation.ilumium.com/
https://secure.simmarket.com/rfscenerybuilding-ljlj-ljubljana-international-airport-fsx-p3d.phtml


5.3. AIP AND CHARTS 
 

Charts and the information from the Aeronautical Information Publication are a big help to pilots before flying 

and also during the flight. Here will be listed the charts and information that you have to check and read before 

flight. 

For this, as suggested, you should create your EAD account for free access to all AIPs from the Europe region 

and further. Unfortunately, not all ANS providers have Electronic AIP available, that is why you have to access 

to them via EAD login. Check Eurocontrol website to see, which country has eAIP and which one has only one 

published and accessed via free EAD Account. 

In every AIP you find enroute charts in Part 2 - ENR chapter 6, while aerodrome charts are in Part 3 - AD 

chapter 2 inside every subchapter of the relevant airport - charts are at the end of each aerodrome chapter. 

5.3.1.  SLOVE NIA  

Always current eAIP Slovenia is available via Slovenia Control website. On IVAO Slovenia website we have links 

to the appropriate chapters. 

Ljubljana Airport charts are in chapter LJLJ AD 2.24. 

Check charts: 

LJLJ AD 2.24.01-1 | LJLJ AD 2.24.02-3 for Aerodrome 

LJLJ AD 2.24.13-3 for VFR reporting points 

The same goes for other airports, for VFR flight you should check Aerodrome layout and Visual Approach chart 

for VFR reporting points and for your correct arrival to the airport (and of course the same goes for departure). 

Also VFR Slovenia chart for year 2019 is available in PDF via Slovenia Control website. 

6.  LEGS  

 

Each chapter will have information about the individual leg number. 

 

https://www.ead.eurocontrol.int/cms-eadbasic/opencms/en/login/ead-basic/
http://www.eurocontrol.int/articles/ais-online
http://www.sloveniacontrol.si/acrobat/aip/Operations/history-en-GB.html
https://si.ivao.aero/en/charts/
https://www.sloveniacontrol.si/en/information/vfr-chart


6.1. LEG 1 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJDI 
Touch and go LJCE 
Arrival LOWG 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJDI DIVACA VFR1 TREBNJE CW LJCE CN RADECE VFR1 
RADLY SENDERDOBL LOWG 

RMK/LJCE TNG 

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

You will start the VFR tour on Divaca airfield. Your departure will be in uncontrolled airspace and you will be 

monitoring Ljubljana Information frequency. After departure you will contact Ljubljana Information and follow 

your FPL. You will closely after departure follow VFR route 1 from DIVACA till TREBNJE. I advise you that you 

call the controller and ask for climbing to approximately 4500ft or even 5500ft in the DIVACA-TREBNJE 

segment, due to hills bellow the VFR route. You will exit the route via TREBNJE and continue visually to CW 

intersection, where you will contact the Cerklje Tower controller and you will also enter the Cerklje CTR. The 

controller expects you at CW at approximately 3000ft. You will then on first contact inform controller that you 

will perform a touch and go. After departure continue to CN intersection where you will again contact Ljubljana 

Information. Continue visually now to RADECE and follow again the VFR route 1 till RADLY intersection, where 

you will cross the Slovenian-Austrian border. After that continue to SENDERDOBL and approach to Graz airport. 

6.2. LEG 2 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LOWG 
Touch and go LJSG 
Arrival LJBL 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LOWG SENDERDOBL RADLY LJSG CELJE NE W3 W1 LJBL RMK/LJSG TNG 

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Your departure is in controlled airspace in CTR Graz, after you depart and then reenter Slovenia via RADLY 

intersection, continue to Slovenj Gradec airfield for touch and go. Keep in mind that you will inform the 

controller on Ljubljana Information about touch and go. After reporting that you are airborne, continue visually 

via CELJE and then NE. Before NE you can make a decision for crossing the Ljubljana CTR from NE to W3 if you 

wll maintain lower than 4000ft. But in case you don’t want to contact Ljubljana Tower you may continue at 

higher altitudes than 4000ft and you maintain Ljubljana Information frequency. Please fly near the mountains 

northern of Ljubljana airport and then after W3 proceed to Lesce/Bled airfield and land.   



6.3. LEG 3 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJBL 
Touch and go LJPZ 
Arrival LDRI 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJBL BLED VFR1 DIVACA VFR1 PE1 LJPZ PE1 USELU L1 
M1 LDRI  

RMK/LJPZ TNG 

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Your departure is now in uncontrolled airspace, from where you will monitor Ljubljana Information frequency.  

After departure you will join VFR route 3 from BLED to DIVACA, advise controller and maintain higher altitudes 

due to mountains. After DIVACA continue on VFR route 1 till you are overhead PE1, expect PE1 at 

approximately 1000ft AGL and contact Portoroz Approach. You will be cleared for approach, so you will fly 

directly to runway and after visual contact you will perform a touch and go. After touch and go proceed back to 

PE1 and from there after you will continue to Slovenia-Croatia border crossing point USELU. After USELU 

continue with Croatian control for full stop landing at Rijeka.    

6.4. LEG 4 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LDRI 
Touch and go LJMB 
Arrival LJPT 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LDRI P1 N4 ALIVO VFR6 TREBNJE VFR1 CELJE MS2 MS1 
LJMB ME1 LJPT 

RMK/LJMB TNG 

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Your departure is from Rijeka airport and you cross the border by ALIVO intersection. When you are back in 

Slovenia you will continue on VFR route 6 from ALIVO to TREBNJE and then from TREBNJE after, join the VFR 

route 1 till CELJE. After CELJE continue via MS2 and MS1, expect MS2 at 1000ft AGL, where you will contact 

Maribor Approach. Inform controller that you will perform a touch and go at Maribor airport and after that you 

will continue via ME1 to land at Ptuj airfield. You will be cleared for approach and latterly cleared for touch and 

go at Maribor. Maribor Approach also controls whole Maribor TMA which is all Eastern part of Slovenia from 

MS1 after, so that’s why you will still monitor his frequency until landing at Ptuj airfield. 

 



6.5. LEG 5 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJPT 
Touch and go LJLJ 
Arrival LOWK 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJPT ME1 MS3 CELJE NE LJLJ W2 W1 BLED NIPEL W2 
SIERRA LOWK  

RMK/LJLJ TNG 

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

You are at Ptuj airfield, which is in Maribor TMA, from where there is no need for contacting any controller but 

you can monitor Maribor Approach frequency and advise controller about your intentions. You will maintain 

lower altitudes in case there is any other civilian traffic arriving Maribor until MS3. After MS3 continue visually 

via FPL to NE and expect NE at approximately 3000ft, for entering the Ljubljana CTR. At NE you will contact 

Ljubljana Tower and perform a touch and go at Ljubljana airport, after that you will continue with the flight and 

then exit the CTR via W2 at approximately 2500ft. Monitor Ljubljana Information frequency after W2 for your 

visual flight till NIPEL, where you will cross the Slovenian-Austrian border and continue the flight on Austrian 

frequencies. You will approach via SIERRA to Klagenfurt and then land there.  

6.6. LEG 6 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LOWK 
Touch and go LJBL 
Arrival LJPO 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LOWK SIERRA W2 NIPEL BLED LJBL BLED VFR3 DIVACA 
RAZDRTO LJPO 

RMK/LJBL TNG 

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Depart from Klagenfurt and continue to NIPEL border crossing via SIERRA and W2. After climbing to NIPEL and 

contacting Ljubljana Information start with descend towards Lesce/Bled for touch and go. After touch and go, 

turn back to BLED and join VFR route 3 from BLED to DIVACA. Before or after passing DIVACA turn to RAZDRTO 

and continue Eastwards to Postojna. When you have grass runway in sight, inform controller about full stop 

landing and land there. 

 

 



6.7. LEG 7 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJPO 
Touch and go LDPL 
Arrival LDLO 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJPO RAZDRTO DIVACA USELU E3 E6 LDPL S8 S6 O1 
LDLO 

RMK/LDPL TNG 

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Departure is from uncontrolled Postojna airfield, but you may monitor the Ljubljana Information frequency. 

Your flight will be proceeding visually to RAZDRTO then DIVACA and following USELU. At USELU you will cross 

the border and continue with Croatia control towards Pula airport for touch and go. After departure continue 

Southwards to perform a full stop landing at Mali Losinj airport. 

6.8. LEG 8 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LDLO 
Touch and go LJCE 
Arrival LJSG 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LDLO O1 J1 E3 L1 USELU DIVACA VFR1 TREBNJE CS LJCE 
CN RADECE CELJE LJSG 

RMK/LJCE TNG 

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Your departure is from Mali Losinj airport and then followed by points in Croatian Istria. You will cross the 

border at USELU and contact Ljubljana Information. After USELU continue to DIVACA and follow VFR route 1 till 

TREBNJE, where you will exit the VFR route and continue to CS. You will enter Cerklje CTR at CS at 

approximately 1000ft AGL and perform a touch and go at Cerklje airport. After that you will exit the CTR via CN 

and continue visually via FPL to CELJE. After CELJE you will fly Northwest bound to Slovenj Gradec airfield for 

full stop landing. 

 

 

 



6.9. LEG 9 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LJSG 
Touch and go LHSM 
Arrival LHPP 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LJSG CELJE VFR2 DIMLO DIOSKAL LHSM BALATON LHPP RMK/LHSM TNG 

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Your departure is now Southeast bound toward CELJE, from uncontrolled airfield Slovenj Gradec. You will 

proceed via VFR route 2, and Ljubljana Information will inform you to contact Maribor Approach at MS3. From 

MS3 after you will be monitoring Maribor Approach frequency, as you are transiting through Maribor TMA. Fly 

till DIMLO where you cross the border to Hungary. Continue to Sarmellek airport for touch and go and then 

proceed to Pecs-Pogany for full stop landing. 

6.10. LEG 10 
 

Aerodrome ICAO 

Departure LHPP 
Touch and go LDZA 
Arrival LJDI 

 

Flight plan route Flight plan remark 

LHPP VEBAL E2 S2 LDZA N3 N2 MAGAM CN RADECE 
VFR1 DIVACA LJDI 

RMK/LDZA TNG 

 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION 

Departure from Pecs-Pogany is followed by VEBAL which is Hungary-Croatia border crossing intersection. Then 

follow FPL to Zagreb for touch and go, and cross the Slovenian-Croatian border by MAGAM intersection. 

Continue to CN and RADECE followed by VFR route 1. You will follow VFR route 1 till DIVACA and I advise you to 

take 4500ft or 5500ft when transiting from RADECE to DIVACA as there are some high hills on the route. Inform 

Ljubljana Information before climbing to specified altitude. After you have Divaca airfield in sight, descend and 

land at Divaca airfield and then you have successfully completed the tour! 

 

 

  



7.  AT THE END  
 

Thank you for flying IVAO Slovenia VFR Tour 2020. We hope that you have enjoyed the legs very much as well 

that you have learned new skills and got additional knowledge of VFR flying. 

We would like to welcome you with further VFR flights to our country, specially every Tuesday when Europe 

has the continent online day! 

If you have any question or suggestion or if you have found a mistake, please contact Slovenia Staff via email. 

 

ENJOY THE SLOVENIAN VIRTUAL SKIES! 

 

INTERNATIONAL VIRTUAL AVIATION ORGANISATION 

SLOVENIA DIVISION 

 

 

 

mailto:si-staff@ivao.aero?subject=IVAO%20Slovenia%20VFR%20tour%202020

